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Clausing Industrial, Inc., Acknowledged Leader of Large Capacity Radial Drills in the United States
Clausing Industrial, Inc offers a full range of heavy-duty, large
capacity Clausing Radial Drills.
The drills are available in nine models with capacities for
drilling up to 3.15" (80mm) in steel and 3.98" (100mm) in cast
iron, tapping up to 2.56" (65mm) in steel and 2.95" (75mm) in
cast iron, and boring up to 6" in steel and 10" in cast iron. All
models feature a high-quality cast iron arm with hardened and
ground slides for smooth, accurate head positioning, hardened
and ground nickel-chrome steel high-speed gears, a special arm
elevating device that prevents the arm from falling down
abruptly after years of usage, a friction-type disc clutch to
absorb spindle impact forces and a special spindle balance
mechanism providing longer balance spring life than traditional
mechanisms.
Clausing Radial Drill Models CL720A, CL820A and CL920A
feature an extra auxiliary dial for spindle feed depth indication, allows review of spindle feed depth, .0394" to
7.874". Models CL1100 and CL1230H offer greater capacities and exceptional value. The CL1230H &
CL1250H models are equipped with hydraulic clamping, with a push of a button you can have arm unclamped then
move vertically, or stop then clamp automatically. Models CL1600H & CLC2500 are equipped with a separate hydraulic
clamping unit. Vertical movement of arm is coordinated by an IC timer. With a single touch on push button switch,
you can have the arm unclamped then move vertically, or stop then clamp automatically. Very easy to operate, and
tools will always stay at the same point after tool shifting. Special automatic tool eject device is supplied to allow
you to change tools quickly is standard.
All Clausing Radial Drills are covered with a one year parts and labor warranty. For more details and complete
specifications on Clausing Radial Drills; contact Clausing Industrial Inc., 1819 North Pitcher Street, Kalamazoo,
Michigan 49007; Phone 800-323-0972; Fax 269-345-5945; Web Site www.clausing-industrial.com; E-mail
info@clausing-industrial.com.
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